This paper describes a measurement technique for a two-dimensional (2D) velocity vector profile in the twophase bubbly flow. The Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP) method, which is a nonintrusive technique applicable for real-time measurement, is proposed to simultaneously obtain a 2D velocity vector of the bubble and liquid phase in the bubbly flow. To achieve this aim, transducers with special configuration and developed signal processing is applied to the UVP system to reconstruct and decompose a 2D velocity vector of the bubbles and liquid. To confirm the applicability of the improved UVP, the experiment is conducted on a rectangular bubble column flow loop. The 2D velocity vector profile measurement in two-phase bubbly flow is performed experimentally and the applicability of the measurement validated by comparison with other methods.
Introduction
Two-phase bubbly flow is a fundamental phenomenon occurring in boiling water, working as a coolant for the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). It exists around the sub-channel within nuclear fuel assembly (Enrique Julia et al., 2009; Lahey et al., 1993) . Essentially, it influences the heat transfer enhancement and reactivity of the reactor, directly affecting the safety of a nuclear reactor operation. In order to operate the reactor efficiently and safely, an understanding of bubbly flow behavior is required. Multi-scale modeling is utilized to analyze and predict the flow characteristics in the nuclear fuel assembly by employing numerous empirical correlations and consecutive equations (Ishii et al., 2012; Ozaki et al., 2013) . To provide reliable correlation and a database for the model development, the interaction between two phases; fluid behavior and flow pattern must be clarified by experiments. Hence, experimental investigation is needed. With the occurrence of bubbly flow in the nuclear fuel assembly, multi-dimensional velocity distribution or the velocity vector of bubble and liquid parameter is the important that must be accurate for model correlation (Hosokawa et al., 2014) . This parameter can inform the velocity level of both phases; location of the bubble and multi-dimensional flow pattern. Therefore, the velocity vector of both phases must be obtained accurately and separately. Consequently, a measurement technique is required to measure and distinguish the velocity vector profile of both phases.
Several measurement techniques have been applied to measure the velocity vector in bubbly flow such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) (Chen et al., 1992; Lindken et al., 2000) . However, this method requires a transparent test section and obviously fails if the working fluid is opaque. A radiation-based technique such as X-ray (Seeger et al., 2001) can overcome most of the drawbacks of the PIV but requires a specific configuration and special procedure. Furthermore, the data processing of both methods is executed offline.
The Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP) method is utilized in this study since it can obtain the velocity profile in real time. It is a nonintrusive measurement and can be applied to opaque fluid as well as being able to work without a special procedure and specific setup. This method uses the pulsed echography of an ultrasonic wave reflected from a moving reflector such as particles dispersed in fluid to obtain the velocity profile. (Takeda, 1986) was the first to propose the UVP method for measuring the velocity profile of single-phase liquid flow. However, this technique can perform only a one-dimensional measurement. (Seeger and Lemmin, 1998 ) developed a three-dimensional velocity measurement in open-channel flow using one transmitter and four receivers, while (Obayashi et al., 2008 ) proposed a UVP system for two-dimensional measurement using one transceiver and one receiver. These techniques can obtain a multi-dimensional velocity profile or velocity vector profile. However, they can only measure in single-phase liquid flow. Therefore, in bubbly flow, to obtain a velocity vector profile for both phases, modification of the UVP is needed.
This study proposes improvement of the UVP method to obtain the velocity vector profile in bubbly flow, focusing on the two-dimensional measurement. Firstly, the multiple transducers are designed and manufactured using a special configuration consisting of one transmitter and two receivers. The Doppler signal reflected from the moving reflector is obtained by the two receivers. Consequently, the 2D velocity vector profile can be reconstructed. Secondly, in bubbly flow, the frequency and amplitude of the Doppler signal reflected by the bubble and particle inform the velocity and identity of each reflector. Therefore, the bubble and particle (liquid) information can be classified by a phase separation algorithm, representing the integration of time-frequency analysis and Doppler amplitude classification. By applying the multiple transducers and phase separation technique in the UVP system, called Developed-UVP in this study, the 2D velocity vector profile of both phases can be obtained separately. To confirm the applicability of Developed-UVP, an experiment was conducted on a rectangular bubble column flow loop to simulate the co-current bubbly flow. The 2D velocity vector profile measurement in bubbly flow was demonstrated experimentally. The applicability of the measurement system was confirmed by comparison with other methods.
Measurement technique
This section describes the basic principle of the UVP method. The UVP combined with a phase separation algorithm is also explained and the multiple transducers employed for reconstructing the 2D velocity vector are presented. Lastly, the integration of the UVP with a phase separation technique and multiple transducers are illustrated to obtain the 2D velocity vector in bubbly flow.
Basic UVP
The UVP is a technique for obtaining the instantaneous velocity profile of fluid using ultrasonic waves by means of an ultrasonic reflection. Figure 1 shows the UVP system consisting of ultrasound transmission, echo signal reception, Doppler signal demodulation and velocity profile reconstruction. An ultrasonic pulse is emitted repeatedly from the transducer along the measurement line, and the echo signals reflected from moving reflectors such as small particles dispersed in the fluid obtained by the same transducer. The motion of the particles accords with the main flow. In the case of water, the density of the small particles is almost equal to water (0.98 g/cm3). Hence, the velocity of a particle is assumed to be equal to that of water. The echo signals reflected from moving particles contain the Doppler signal. The Doppler frequency fD(i) directly relates to the velocity of a moving particle. Consequently, the velocity of the particle at that position V(i) can be determined as Equation (1). Therefore, the velocity profile along the measurement depth can be obtained when particles are sufficiently dispersed.
where f0 is the basic frequency of the ultrasonic wave, θ is the incident angle, i is a position or measurement channel and c is sound velocity. 
UVP with phase separation technique
The Doppler signal Di(t) demodulated from echo signals e(t) reflected by reflector movement is represented in Equations (2) and (3). The signal processing used to extract the Doppler signal is quadrature demodulation (Murakawa et al., 2014) . The Doppler signal is transformed into a discrete signal Di(n) as represented in Equation (4).
, , 2 sin 2 cos (4) where tn represents the delay time of the echo at nth pulse repetition, A is the amplitude, fPRF is the pulse repetition frequency and φ is the initial phase.
In bubbly flow, the Doppler signal is extracted from echo signals reflected by bubble and particle (liquid). The Doppler amplitude is similar to that of echo signal An. Instinctively, the amplitude level can indicate reflector characteristics. The Doppler amplitude is considered as the reflection ratio of acoustic intensity from the interface point between two media (Murai et al., 2010) as described by
where Z represents acoustic impedance and ρ is the density.
The reflection ratio R of the gas-liquid interface (bubble) is greater than the solid-liquid interface (particle) significantly. Thus, the Doppler amplitude reflected from a bubble is larger than from a particle. Moreover, Doppler frequencies are still different due to their velocity. When this behavior occurs, multi-frequency and a difference in amplitude on the Doppler signal are observed as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, a phase separation algorithm is required to analyze the effect of the Doppler signal to decompose the Doppler frequency of bubble and particle. Consequently, the velocity of both phases can be distinguished. The phase separation technique based on a combination of time-frequency analysis and Doppler amplitude classification is applied to analyze the behavior of the Doppler signal. Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), a time-frequency estimator applied in many measurement techniques (Sharma et al., 2013 , Valérie et al., 2012 Baba, 2012) , is selected to analyze the time-frequency effect of the Doppler signal. The classification of Doppler amplitude is performed by setting a threshold based on the difference in amplitude reflected by the bubble and particle. Figure 3 illustrates the process of the phase separation algorithm in the UVP. The Doppler signal D(n) in the form of complex discrete data is sent to STFT. Several windows are put on the Doppler signal, each set to overlap. The Doppler signal in each window is then transformed into the frequency spectrum along several short time periods. The calculation is expressed in Equation (6) and the energy density of spectra at time k is denoted by Equation (7); called a time-frequency spectrogram. Its characteristics depend on time step Sn and window length Wn.
The spectrogram obtained from the STFT is sent to the peak detector. This section analyses the energy peaks of the spectrogram. Each peak value informs the Doppler frequency data and time location. The information is provided in the form of array data; Doppler frequency fD and time location t as expressed in Equation (8).
Furthermore, the Doppler amplitude at each point is detected by making an envelope on the Doppler signal using the Hilbert transform as shown in Equation (9). The data at each point are arranged in array form (a) as Equation (10), and selected according to the time location index obtained from the peak detector as in Equation (11).
The selected amplitude data (as) are then compared with the threshold value. The value is defined as being higher than the maximum Doppler amplitude reflected by the particle and lower than the Doppler amplitude obtained from the bubble. The amplitude data index is separated into two categories as expressed in Equation (12). Firstly, when the amplitude value is higher than the threshold, the index is defined as a bubble index inb. Secondly, when the value is lower than the threshold, the index is expressed as a particle index inp. These are called "index selectors." Within these indexes, Doppler frequency data analyzed by the peak detector are classified as the Doppler frequency of a bubble and particle group according to Equations (13) and (14). The average Doppler frequency in each group is then shown as Equations (15) and (16) where x and y represent the number of bubble and particle data. Hence, the Doppler frequency of bubble and particle in the same measurement channel is seemingly decomposed. Consequently, the velocity of both bubbles and particles (liquid) can be computed simultaneously. Figure 4a illustrates an example of the Doppler frequency classification of UVP with phase separation in one measurement channel on single-phase flow. The Doppler frequencies observed from the peak on the spectrogram are only influenced by particles because the Doppler amplitude of each time location point where peak occurs is lower than the threshold value. Figure 4b shows the spectrogram and Doppler frequency separation in bubbly flow conditions. The frequency data at points a and c can be defined as the Doppler frequency of a particle due to the Doppler amplitude being lower than the threshold value. On the contrary, at point b, the Doppler frequency belongs to a bubble because Doppler amplitude is higher than the threshold value.
Multiple UVP transducer
Transducers with one transmitter and two receivers are proposed, as shown in Figure 5 . The configuration is based on the specification in Table 1 . Using this configuration, the receivers can obtain two Doppler frequencies; fD1(i) and fD2(i), respectively from the echo signals reflected by the reflectors along each measurement channel i with a certain echo angle θ(i). The echo angle depends on the measurement distance and transmitter-receiver gap G. For the receiver, the echo signal is assumed to reach the middle of the receiver element with the minimum uncertainty. Hence, the element size is specifically designed to be very small (an approximate wavelength ≈ 0.3mm). Using the two Doppler frequencies (fD1(i) and fD2(i)) in each measurement channel, the two-dimensional velocity vector can be reconstructed using Equations (17) to (21). 
2.4 Integration of multiple transducers and UVP with a phase separation technique for 2D velocity vector profile measurement
Both multiple transducers and UVP with a phase separation technique are combined to measure the 2D velocity vector profile of bubbles and liquid in bubbly flow. Figure 6 illustrates a system schematic of the integrated measurement system which is called Developed-UVP. The transducers; transmitter and receivers, are connected to a multiple channel pulser/receiver. The pulser/receiver works in transmission mode. The echo signal is obtained via two receivers (1 and 2), amplified by the pulser/receiver. The signals are then sent for UVP signal processing which includes a phase separation algorithm in order to compute the velocity of both phases: Vparticle1, Vbubble1, Vparticle2 and Vbubble2. Hence, the 2D velocity vector of bubble and liquid can be reconstructed separately in the vector reconstruction section of each phase following Equations (17) to (21).
Experimental setup
This section illustrates the measurement system and experimental apparatus set to verify the developed measurement technique as well as the parameter setup of the measurement devices. The transducer gap between transmitter and receiver was optimized to render it applicable for obtaining the velocity vector data of both phases in bubbly flow. Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement system configuration and experimental apparatus. The Developed-UVP consists of a 4 MHz multiple transducer, a transmitter (Model: TX-4-5-8, Imasonic, Switzerland) and two 4 MHz receivers (Model: 4K5x0.3I, Japan Probe, Japan), a multi-channel ultrasonic pulser/receiver (Model: JPR-10C-8CH3R, Japan Probe, Japan), a digitizer (Model: NI PXI-1033, National Instruments, USA), and a computer (Model: Vostro, Dell, USA) with LabVIEW software version 2011. The pulser/receiver emitted ultrasonic pulses via a central transducer (transmitter) and received the echo signals through both side transducers (receivers 1 and 2). The echo signals received by the pulser/receiver were converted into a digital signal by the digitizer, with a sampling rate of 250 MS/s. The digitizer and pulser/receiver were connected and synchronized with each other. Data from the digitizer were recorded on the computer via PCI port and calculation and analysis performed using LabVIEW software. The measurement ability of the Developed-UVP was validated by comparison with the PIV method. The PIV used a laser sheet to illuminate the motion of bubbles and particles. A high-speed camera (HSC) was used to record the image of their moving. Basically, two images (A and B) of the illuminated plane are captured at t0 and t0+∆t and the component of each phase on the image then separated. Consequently, the velocities in the plane of bubbles and particles can be derived from the distance and ∆t the bubbles and particles traveled from images A to B. The Developed-UVP and PIV parameters were set to be compatible with the experimental conditions as shown in Tables 2 and 3. The Developed-UVP was applied to measure the 2D velocity vector profile of the bubbly flow in the rectangular bubble column flow loop. Working fluid consisted of tap water dispersed with 80 µm nylon particles and bubbles. The water was circulated from the inlet to the outlet by the pump. The water flow rate was monitored by the impeller flow meter. A bubble generator was put on the bottom of the column to generate the bubble. The bubbles moved upward, influencing the liquid motion. The co-current bubbly flow was formed. The transducers were immersed in the water and installed at position H from the center of the outlet. In this work, the ultrasonic pulse was emitted at a central frequency of 4 MHz with an amplitude of 200 Vp-p. This signal was in the high-frequency range. Therefore, the bubble formation was not affected by the ultrasonic wave in the experiment because the cavitation in the liquid generated by ultrasound energy at high frequency did not occur (Wu et al., 2013) .
Measurement system and experimental apparatus
Furthermore, for high time-frequency resolution of the calculation in the phase separation algorithm of the UVP, the time step Sn was set to equal 1. The window length Wn was optimized by comparison between the computation result of STFT in each window length and frequency set point (simulated signal). In this study, the set point value was referred from the Doppler frequency range at a pulse repetition frequency of 4 kHz (fDmax = fPRF/2). Hence, the optimum window length was 24 as shown in Figure 8 .
Transmitter-receiver gap setting
Basically, multiple transducers were employed to obtain a velocity vector in single-phase flow where the reflector was only a small particle (diameter < 100 µm) (Seeger and Lemmin, 1998) . In bubbly flow, there are two kinds of reflector: bubble and small particle. The bubble diameter is obviously bigger than the small dispersed particle. Also, the emitted sound wave is distributed divergently. Hence, the demodulated Doppler signal can be ambiguous if the transmitter-receiver gap is set too small. In contrast, the Doppler signal can have a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) if the gap is laid too wide. These limitations all create measurement uncertainty. Hence, the optimum gap must be set.
Gap optimization was achieved by testing which reflector moved vertically (controlled by the stage) to pass the emitted sound beam as illustrated in Figure 9 . A metal wire of 2 mm in diameter was used as the reflector in this test since its diameter was similar to that of the bubble generated during the experiment in the next section (≈ 2-3 mm). The evaluation was executed by moving a metal wire at different measurement depths: 20 mm, 60 mm and 100 mm, respectively. Meanwhile, the transmitter-receiver gap was adjusted to different widths: 3 mm, 7 mm, 11 mm, 15 mm, and 19 mm. The Doppler signal was then recorded for evaluation. In this case, only the signal from receiver 1 was evaluated. Figure 10 shows the results of the Doppler signal reflected from the moving metal wire at each depth point and gap width. The Doppler signal demodulated at gaps of 3 mm and 7 mm was ambiguous. Besides, the signal at 15 mm and 19 mm gaps had a low SNR at the 20 mm distance. Therefore, the optimum gap is 11 mm since the signal had a high SNR and less ambiguity throughout all measurement depths. Table. 3 Parameter setting of the PIV Fig. 9 Transmitter-receiver gap optimization test An experiment was conducted to measure the 2D velocity vector profile on single-phase liquid (water) flow. The flow rate in the loop was set at 14 L/min and. The Developed-UVP performance compared using the PIV method. Moreover, the Doppler amplitude threshold for separating the data of both phases was set in this experiment Figure 11a shows the results of the average data for 5,000 instantaneous 2D velocity vector profiles in single-phase liquid flow. The vector results represent a distance of 10 mm from the transducer surface because the near field region exists between 0-10 mm (Takeda et al., 2012) . The results cannot be illustrated within that zone. The results of the Developed-UVP and PIV techniques are reasonable due to the direction of vectors points to the outlet location. Also, the magnitude of a vector field in the far area is higher than for other zones due to its proximity to the outlet of the flow loop. Figure 11b illustrates the accuracy evaluation represented by the discrepancy of the magnitude of the velocity vector between the Developed-UVP and PIV methods. The deviation between these methods was within the acceptable range of ± 15% except in a very low-velocity region.
(a) Velocity vector (b) Discrepancy Fig. 11 Results for the velocity vector in single-phase Furthermore, in this experiment, the Doppler signal obtained by two receivers recorded a total of 230,000 signals. The maximum amplitude value in each signal was collected and transformed into the probability density function (PDF) as shown in Figure 12 . Basically, the Doppler amplitude of the bubble is obviously higher than that of the particle as explained in section 2.2. The threshold value must be set under statistical information which is higher than the Doppler amplitude of the particle. Hence, to separate the data for both phases, the threshold value was set at 0.04V because the probability of particle data occurring below the threshold value (particle zone) is 0.99 and 0.01 above the threshold (bubble zone). Besides, the bubble information is identified as being above the threshold value.
Measurement of single bubble motion
In order to preliminary confirm the ability of the Developed-UVP to measure the velocity vector of the bubble, an experiment was conducted to measure the instantaneous 2D velocity vector of a single bubble. The water flow rate in the column was zero and a single bubble measuring about 2-3 mm in diameter was generated via three nozzles. The measurement result for the Developed-UVP was validated using PIV and bubble terminal velocity correlation. Figure 13 shows the results of the instantaneous 2D velocity vector of a single bubble in different positions; at distances of about 30 mm, 43 mm and 58 mm from the transducer surface. The bubble movement was multi-dimensional. The measurement results of the Developed-UVP were compared with the PIV method and found to be almost coincident with each other both in magnitude and direction. Furthermore, table 5 shows a comparison between the axial velocity obtained from the Developed-UVP and the velocity calculated by bubble terminal velocity correlation (Tomiyama et al., 2002) . The correlation is represented in Equation 25. 
where E represents the bubble aspect ratio, σ is surface tension, ρL is liquid density, ρG is gas density, d is equivalent bubble diameter, g is gravity force and ∆ρ = ρL-ρG.
The results indicate that the discrepancy between the measurement and calculation was inside the acceptable range of ±15% as represented in Table 4 . Moreover, the velocity value of both decreased in relation to the increasing bubble diameter. Therefore, it can be concluded that Developed-UVP efficiently measured the 2D velocity vector of the bubble. 
Measurement of bubbly flow
An experiment was conducted to obtain the 2D velocity vector profile of two-phase bubbly flow. The flow rate in the loop was 14 L/min. The air at a flow rate of 0.6 L/min was supplied to the bubble generator for generating the bubbles via three nozzles. The bubble diameter was about 2-3 mm and the nylon particles dispersed in the water were tracers for the liquid phase. The 2D velocity vector profile of bubbles and liquid obtained by means of the Developed-UVP were verified using the PIV. Figure 14 illustrates the measurement results of bubbly flow with the graphs showing the average 2D velocity vector profiles of bubbles and liquid, respectively. The liquid velocity vector is the mean of a 5,000 dataset and the bubble velocity vector profile is averaged by the amount of data obtained. The results of the velocity vector in both phases measured by the Developed-UVP were clearly separated and verified using the PIV method. The velocity vector profiles obtained by both methods inform that the bubble motion was mostly in a vertical direction and the liquid moved to the outlet of the loop. Also, the rising bubble influenced the velocity level of the liquid phase. The difference in the results of the bubble phase was caused by an error in the three-dimensional bubble motion. However, it was confirmed that the discrepancy in both systems was within an acceptable range of ± 15% as shown in Figure 15a . Also, in the liquid phase, the discrepancy between these methods was mostly within the acceptable range of ± 15% except for a profile in the lowvelocity region as shown in Figure 15b . Therefore, the velocity vector profile of both phases obtained by the Developed-UVP can confidently be trusted owing to the discrepancy was being mainly within the acceptable range when compared with the PIV method.
A further experiment was subsequently conducted to measure the velocity vector profile at different positions by placing transducers at three levels: h: -10 mm, 20 mm and 50 mm. Figure 16 shows the measurement results obtained from the Developed-UVP with the velocity vector in both phases clearly separated. The velocity vector profile of bubbles in three positions rises mostly in a vertical direction except for those vectors at the right edge channel of the top side profile which obviously moved in a two-dimensional direction due to the suction of the outlet. All velocity vector profiles of liquid identify that the liquid seemingly distributed to the outlet port. Hence, the measuring data obtained by the Developed-UVP for both phases are reasonable. 
Conclusion
The UVP method with the integration of multiple transducers and the phase separation technique was developed to measure two-dimensional (2D) velocity vector profiles of bubbles and liquid in two-phase bubbly flow. The system employed multiple transducers; one transmitter and two receivers with a special configuration. Furthermore, the UVP signal processing was modified by applying the phase separation technique. Hence, the 2D velocity vector profile of both phases could be clearly measured and separated. The experiment was conducted on a rectangular bubble column flow loop. The measurement applicability of the Developed-UVP was confirmed to be in good agreement with the PIV method. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Developed-UVP can measure the 2D velocity vector profile of bubbles and liquid simultaneously in bubbly flow. The main purpose of this study is to develop the UVP measurement for the 2D velocity vector in bubbly flow. The experiments were executed on lab scale to verify the applicability of the measurement technique. Hence, the application of the developed technique on the experimental apparatus to simulate the nuclear fuel assembly and extension of its ability on an industrial scale is intended to be the subject of future study.
